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Mazars is a global audit, accounting and consulting group employing more than 42,000 
professionals in more than 90 countries through member firms.

Its office in Chamberlain Square, Birmingham is very much part of the local community - supporting 
key business networks, as well as life-changing charities, to help build a stronger, prosperous future 
for the city and its people.

Working with contractor, Overbury, Style was asked to create flexible space in Mazar’s meeting 
rrooms, the requirement being to deliver great acoustic integrity, a stylish solution and a light, open 
feel.

To achieve this, Style installed three glazed moveable walls with striking black profiles – each with a 
full height pass door for ease of access.

The combination of moveable walls enable the area to be quickly divided into separate meeting 
rooms and a client lounge, or opened up to provide larger open plan meeting and conference 
space.

With With each wall offering incredible 50db Rw acoustic integrity, meetings can take place undisturbed 
while the glass creates a feel of openness and maximizes light.

“Glass moveable walls offer an ideal solution for creating flexible meeting rooms,” said Steve 
Williams, Style’s sales director for the Midlands.

“For Mazars, staff can quickly reconfigure the space to cater for the events taking place each day – 
whether that’s a larger gathering or several smaller meetings.

“The manifestations included on the glass also provide an element of visual privacy, whilst adding 
to the interior design oto the interior design of the room, which is why glass moveable wall systems have been growing in 
popularity.”

Style is the UK market leader in operable walls, offering an extensive range of manual, 
semi-automatic and fully automatic moveable and folding wall systems.

Offering solutions across multiple market sectors including corporate, hospitality, healthcare, 
education, local authority and religion, Style has recently extended its glass moveable wall range 
to forge into new markets including retail, shopping centres, airports, high rise residential winter 
gagardens and banks.
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